• High redshift reionization required by the TP WMAP CMB power spectrum (τ= 0.17) • Decaying particles may provide partial reionization at high redshift, therefore alleviating the problems of models with low small scale power (WDM, running spectral index…).
• Photons • electrons • other (µ,τ,π…)
• The reionization path depends on the specific decay process in hand, but still general questions may be asked.
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The neutrino decay model
• Electrons trigger reionization via inverse Compton on CMB photons, which then photoionize H atoms. Photo-elecrons then ionize via collisions with atoms. • Decaying particles are now constrained by the γ and X--ray background, and the CMB.
• High level of reionization from decaying particles is excluded by CMB data • Alternative (or standard?) reionization sources at high redshift is still needed. • The implied "y" distortion parameter is too low to be observed.
